In this paper a new discrete perceptron model is introduced. The model forms a cascade structure and it is capable of realizing an arbitrary classification task designed by a constructive learning algorithm. The main idea is to copy a discrete perceptron neuron's output to have a complementary dual output for the neuron, and then to select, by using a multiplexer, the true output, which might be 0 or 1 depending on the given input. Hence, the problem of realization of the desired output is transformed into the realization of the selector signal of the multiplexer. In the next step, the selector signal is taken as the desired output signal for the remaining part of the network. The repeated applications of the procedure render the problem into a linearly separable one and eliminate the necessity of using the selector signal in the last step of the algorithm. The proposed modification to the discrete perceptron brings universality with the expense of getting just a slight modification in hardware implementation.
Introduction
A discrete perceptron, whose output becomes 1 if the weighted sum of inputs exceeds a threshold and 0 otherwise, is known to be capable of realizing any linearly separable threshold function. A set of connection weights achieving the desired linear separation can be found by the perceptron learning rule (PLR), which ensures the convergence in a finite number of steps when providing a proper learning rate. The PLR can be run to find the optimal separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin to the class samples [1] , and PLR can also be used to find the largest linearly separable subset of a given linearly nonseparable set of samples [2] . Furthermore, it was proven that the pocket algorithm (PA) [3] , which uses PLR, can find weights providing the minimum output error for linearly nonseparable problems.
There have been many attempts to extend the discrete perceptron model to realize any kind of threshold functions. The sequential learning algorithm (SLA) [4] , as stated in its name, consists of sequential applications of the PLR; at every step, only one type of inputs (whose desired outputs are the same) are realized, and those input vectors are removed from the learning set. It was proven in [4] that all samples can correctly be classified by the SLA in a 2-layer structure, where the outputs of the first layer become linearly separable and the second layer consists of just 1 neuron. However, the work in [4] dealt with Boolean inputs only. Another algorithm, based on SLA, is the constructive algorithm for real-valued examples (CARVE) [5] , which extends the SLA from * Correspondence: ibrahim.genc@medeniyet.edu.tr Boolean inputs to real-valued input cases; it uses a convex hull method for the determination of the network weights instead of the PLR. This algorithm gives a near-optimal solution since the task of finding the largest appropriate set is NP-hard and the algorithm only finds good-sized appropriate sets.
Besides multilayer structures, cascade models have also been investigated [6, 7, 8] . These models form a cascade structure where the inputs [6, 7] or the bias-inputs [8] of higher layers' neurons are fed by the outputs of the lower layers' neurons. These models propose structural and algorithmic solutions to linearly nonseparable classification problems against the ones [4, 5] that propose only algorithmic solutions.
The cited works above and some others were investigated in [9] , and there is still a demand for developing efficient learning algorithms for multilayer discrete perceptrons to realize arbitrary threshold functions. The novel discrete perceptron model introduced in this paper is a cascade structure accompanied by a kind of SLA and it is capable of realizing any given classification task. It is shown by the experiments that it is also very convenient to run the algorithm in a discrete weight space so that the calculation speed is increased and the implementation complexity is also decreased. In the discrete case, against the real-valued case, the size of the network may increase since a suboptimal solution could be found as a consequence of the limitedness of the number of possible weights. No increment greater than 5% has been observed in most of the experiments presented in Section 4.4 as compared to the real-valued weight space, whereas in one experiment, the increment reaches about 20%. This shows that, according to the nature of the problem, the integer resolution (8bit, 16bit, etc.) should be adjusted accordingly.
The proposed modification of the multiplexed dual output perceptron provides an advantage from the hardware implementation viewpoint as complicating the implementation slightly. As compared to the classical perceptron, the new model adds only a few gate-level logic operations, which are the simplest devices to be used in electronic hardware, e.g., the field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The implementation differences between the classical perceptron neuron and the proposed model are shown for the FPGA implementation case.
As a method for implementation, the FPGA approach, which uses reprogrammable digital ICs, is chosen since the usage of FPGA for neural network implementation provides flexibility of programmable systems along with the power and speed of parallel hardware architectures [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
The work presented in the paper mainly concentrates on the universality of the proposed network, i.e. it is capable of realizing any threshold class function defined by a finite number of input output samples; and on the convergence of the algorithm developed for designing the proposed network. The proposed cascade network aims to realize a classification task that is defined as the separation of a given data set into 2 different classes based on their labels. FPGA implementation of the cascade network, which is designed by the algorithm to run on a computer, is presented in the paper just for demonstrating its validity when implemented as hardware.
In Section 2, the proposed multiplexed dual output neural network (NN) model is defined. Section 3 describes the learning algorithm developed for that model. Some example problems are shown in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the model in terms of hardware implementation and an implementation example is given. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work presented in the paper.
Model
A function, f : ℜ p → {0, 1}, separates the elements of a given input set,
For binary valued functions f (x), there can always associate a function g(x) such that f (x) = stp(g(x)) with stp(·) being the unit step function. Such g(·) functions are called separators. If g(·) is a linear function, it is said to be a linear separator, and so it defines a linear separation in the input space, ℜ p .
A supervised classification task for a finite set of samples
, which is given with its input-desired output pairs, i.e. with the following domainrange values:
S F can be decomposed into 2 disjoint sets:
Any realized function f (·) : ℜ p → {0, 1} partitions the above given input-desired output pairs into the following 4 sets. It should be mentioned that T + and T − sets represent the correct classified pairs, while the other 2 sets represent the misclassified pairs: 
The proposed model realizes a correct separator for any given classification task of a finite number of real sample vectors. The main idea behind the structure of the model is derived from the fact that the output of a perceptron is either true or false according to a desired output. To realize a given function, the model is designed to have neurons whose outputs are copied so that the copied output is the complement of the other and a selector signal is produced to choose one of them. Now, the problem is transferred from the realization of desired outputs to the realization of the selector signals for given input vectors. In the next step of the design, the selector signal is taken as the desired output of the remaining part of the network.
The proposed network is depicted in Figure 1 . The last entry of w corresponds to the threshold while the last entry of the input vector x is set to unity. The network of Figure 1 is constructed as starting from the left part of the illustration. The first attempt tries to realize S F . Set S F0 = S F and then define, in a recursive way, the input-desired (selector) output pair sets as:
S Fj is the set of input-desired (selector) output pairs that, indeed, defines the function u j = F j (x) to be realized in the j th stage. The function u j = F j (x) is attempted to be realized by a selector network y j = f j (x), which, in fact, partitions the S Fj into the 4 sets again:
The realization of the given function d = F (x) by the networks's input-output function y = f (x) follows from the below derivation.
Eqs. (15) and (18) are realized by the multiplexers shown in Figure 1 . Herein,ū shows the logical complement of u and m stands for the last stage.
Calculation of the selector signal u j values is very straightforward. The selector signal is defined as '0' when the output of the neuron, z j1 , is equal to the desired output, and it is defined as '1' otherwise. Therefore, the selector signal is just a logical ex-or operation of the actual output of the neuron, z j1 , and the desired output, d, as shown in Eqs. (22) and (23) .
Here, the symbol ⊗ represents the logical ex-or operator, d could also be notated as u 0 , and u j is the desired value for the j+1 th stage of the network.
During the design procedure, not only the connection weights but also the structure of the model is learned.
Property 1 From one stage to the next, the training set changes as follows:
; we can say that realized '1's are changed to '0'.
; we can say that nonrealized '0's are changed to '1'.
The above properties are obvious from Eqs. (3)-(9) and Eq. (18). 2
Since the structure of the network is built up by the procedure given above, the weights are the only parameters to be learned. The learning algorithm presented in the next section is employed to calculate weights of each layer of the network.
Algorithm
In the model, the number of layers of the network, m, is left undefined because it is not known at the beginning. It is determined along the learning process defined by the algorithm. A pseudocode for the algorithm is given in Table 1 .
To explain the basics of the algorithm in a clear way, the simplest linearly nonseparable problem, EXOR, which is illustrated in Figure 2 , is considered. The steps of the algorithm when applied to the EXOR problem are as follows: at the beginning, the problem to be solved is defined as a set of input-output pairs: ((0,0), 0), ((0,1), 1), ((1,0), 1), and ((1,1), 0). For the first stage of the algorithm, the PA finds a semicorrect separating hyperplane with minimal constrained error, i.e. only one type of error exists (either false-0 or false-1). The original problem and the separating hyperplane found by the PA are depicted in Figure 2a . The half-space of the hyperplane that gives 1 as output is marked by an arrow. Thus, the only erroneous case for this example is obtained for the input (1,1), whereas although the desired output is 0, the network produces 1 for that input. Take Hence, the selector signal should be 1 for this input and 0 for the others. At the second stage of the network construction, the problem is transformed into the realization of the selector signal of the first stage, namely, the realization of input-output pairs: ((0,0), 0) ((0,1), 0), ((0,1), 0), and ((1,1), 1). Since this is a linearly separable problem, the PA finds the correct separation as depicted in Figure 2b and the selector signal becomes 0 for all input data, and then the construction stops. The resulting network consists of 2 neurons. The proposed model and the accompanying algorithm assure that any given classification problem is solved with a finite number of layers. Convergence properties of the algorithm are given and proven in Section 3.1.
The critical stage of the algorithm is Step 2, where the weights of neurons are determined by using a PA. When the problem set is linearly separable, it is well known that the PLR is capable of finding the solution very fast and the algorithm stops at Step 2. For linearly nonseparable sets, it is known that the PLR can provide very valuable information about the given sets. For instance, it can find input vectors violating the linear separability. Thus, it can find the largest linearly separable subset of a given set [2] . On the other hand, the PA [3] , which uses the PLR, can find weights providing the minimum output error for linearly nonseparable problems. In the literature, a comparison of different linear separability testing methods on constructive neural networks was studied [18] . The results of the experiments done on 9 different data sets and by using 6 different methods are summarized in Table 2 . As can be seen, the PLR is among the faster methods and is much faster than the mean value of all the methods, which is equal to 31.91 . A heuristic approach based on consecutive applications of a PA for output error minimization is used in the design of the proposed cascade network of multiplexed dual output discrete perceptrons. The algorithm used to find the minimum output error for each layer might be called a constrained pocket algorithm (CPA) since it is a PA and a constraint is added onto it. The constraint here is added to ensure the convergence of the whole learning process, as explained in Step 2b of Table 1 , in order to find not just a minimal error but a semicorrect separation with minimal error. The weights giving the minimum output error under the constraint that only one type of input (whose desired outputs are the same) exists on one side of the hyperplane are saved in the pocket. This constraint is not dependent on domain application; on the contrary, it brings universality to the model and the algorithm.
Moreover, it should be noted that the algorithm is very convenient for adding some other constraints if a specific application needs some special constraints. For example, quantized weight space due to the implementation capabilities limits the learned real-valued weights to a finite set of weights. To get control of possible misclassification due to the quantization of learned weights in an implementation and to make the implementation easier, training of the network would be better done in a discrete weight space, i.e. a constraint that learned weight should be in a set of a finite number of weights, e.g., 16-bit integer-valued weights. It is shown in [19] for perceptrons trained in discrete weight space that if the weights' depth is very large, i.e. there are many possible values for each weight, the learning behavior of the discrete weights will be exactly the same as those of a continuous weight. Furthermore, i) the learning in the case of finite depth is possible by using a continuous precursor; ii) in the case of binary output and on-line learning -and this is exactly the case used in our algorithm-the generalization error decays superexponentially; and iii) perfect learning is obtained when N, the cardinality of the input set, is very large but finite. It seems to be the only disadvantage of the discrete weight case that the size of the network may increase since a suboptimal solution could be found because of limited weight space at some stages.
Some open points of the CPA are that there are no analytical stopping criteria also shared with the original PA and that it may need a long time to find the optimal weights, especially when the training set is large, which may be due to the constraint. However, it should be noted that the proposed algorithm is not strictly bound to the PA and any learning algorithm could be applied at each intermediate step of the construction for determining a suboptimal linear separation. For instance, instead of the PA, there is the thermal perceptron learning algorithm [20] , which is a modified PLR with an annealing factor as exploited in other constructive algorithms [21] . As listed in Table 3 , a set of different methods are investigated for linearly nonseparable learning problems and their performances are compared in a constructive neural network algorithm [18] . As summarized in Table 2 , although there are no stopping criteria established, the PLR method is found to be among the fast methods in [18] . Table 3 . Results obtained with the 6 models, using different methods for testing linear separability, and 9 data sets in terms of the constructed network size ( m represents the average over the data sets, and max is the maximum constructed network size) [18] . Comparing the sizes of the constructed networks in Table 3 , it can be concluded that the recursive deterministic perceptron (RDP) network [18] , which applies a specific construction scheme, produces the worst results for the considered data sets in terms of the network sizes if the PLR is used at each step of the construction. As explained in [18] , the lack of a procedure for determining a proper stopping time for the PLR due to the linearly nonseparable nature of the problem may be the reason. However, to the knowledge of the authors of this paper, there is no theoretical result in the literature to allow comparison of the performance of PLR versus the other methods used at each step of constructive networks for obtaining a suboptimal linear separation. As will be made clear in Subsection 4.2, although the CARVE algorithm based on the convex hull method produces the smallest network size, the PA employed by the method proposed in this paper, which uses a modified PLR algorithm at each step with a proper stopping rule, also produces smaller network sizes for random Boolean function data sets compared to some other methods. This means that the performance of the PLR employed in constructive networks can be improved when the PLR is properly used.
On the other hand, comparing the learning algorithms in terms of their generalization performances, it is concluded that the PLR is among the good ones. The algorithms and their generalization results are shown in Table 4 . The most remarkable point as regards these values can be described as follows: the PLR gives better generalization results when the problem is more complex. This is seen from Table 4 when md is low, i.e. when it is less than about 75%, the PLR leads to the best or the second best generalization performance. However, there is no possibility of direct comparison of the proposed method to the previous works in terms of the generalization performance, since the most similar methods, those also employing the same data sets [4, 5, 22, 23] , do not declare their generalization performances. The generalization performance of the proposed cascade network is discussed in Section 4.5. 
Convergence of the algorithm
The convergence of the algorithm will be proven based on a complexity definition such that as the algorithm runs, the complexity decreases or remains the same and in a finite number of steps the complexity becomes zero, which corresponds to a zero misclassification error. The definition of the complexity and a proof for the convergence of the algorithm are given below.
For a given set, S , consisting of input-desired output pairs, a semicorrect separation that minimizes the output error under the constraint can always exist and can be found by the CPA [3] . This is also true for the training sets S Fj constructed for the subnetworks used for the realization of selector signals. The complexity of any such set of inputs-desired outputs, which is defined below, is a measure of divergence away from the linear separability and it gives the minimum number of samples such that the exclusion of them yields the linear separability.
Definition 3 (Complexity) The complexity c(S Fj ) of an input-desired output set S Fj is the cardinality of the set E(S Fj ), which is obtained by using Eqs. (11)-(14) in the following way:
E(S Fj ) =        F + j , if |F + j | < |T − j | and F − j = ∅ T − j , if |T − j | < |F + j | and F − j = ∅ F − j , if |F − j | < |T + j | and F + j = ∅ T + j , if |T + j | < |F − j | and F + j = ∅, (24) c(S Fj ) = |E(S Fj )|.(25)
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The complexity defined above relies on the following observations. The separating hyperplane separates the input set into 2 subsets: T Since the desired outputs for the elements of both sets are all 0, and there is no element with the desired output of 1, the exclusion concludes that there is no need for a separation. These considerations are stated in Theorem 1. There is no need for separation. iii) and iv) can be proven by considering F + j = ∅ and following the same approach as in cases i) and ii). In all of the 4 possible options, it follows that the remaining set is linearly separable.
Theorem 1 For a semicorrect separation that minimizes the output error under the exclusion of the elements of E(S Fj
)
Theorem 2 The algorithm defined in Table 1 converges to a zero output error in a finite number of steps.
Proof At each stage of the algorithm, which corresponds to the design of a layer of the network, a correct separation or a semicorrect separation occurs. For a semicorrect separation that gives a minimal output error, there are 2 cases:
(b) As the worst case, assume that the same separator is used for the (j + 1) th layer as with j th layer but in the opposite direction, so (c) At each j th step, the algorithm finds either a correct separation (see 2a of Table 1 ) or semicorrect separation with minimum output error (see 2b of Table 1 ). In either case, the vectors in T Combining the 2 cases, the complexity is seen to decrease to zero in a finite number of steps.
To demonstrate how the algorithm works, the next section gives some example applications of the algorithm and experimental results.
Experimental results
In this section, experimental results of the work are presented.
The proposed algorithm uses the PA at each step to find the largest separable subset. Because of the stochastic nature of the PA, it finds hyperplanes that give minimal constrained output errors. On the other hand, 2 different hyperplanes giving the same error may lead to networks of different sizes. Thus, multiple trials for each specific classification problem were conducted in the experiments to find the mean size of the constructed NN. The resulting networks for the considered problems are compared to the networks obtained with the other techniques available in the literature.
For the sake of clarity and a better understanding of the algorithm, a synthetic example problem illustrated in Figure 3 is designed as a 4 × 5 grid, where the desired output values for input samples are assigned randomly. 4) , 0). By running the PA for neuron 1, an optimal semicorrect separation is found. For this separation, the erroneous outputs are (1,3), (2, 4) , and (3,4) for which the desired outputs are equal to 0, but the actual output is 1 as depicted in Figure 3a . Thus, a selector is needed, and it should be 1 for these inputs and 0 for the others. Therefore, the problem is transformed into the problem of realization of the selector signal of the first neuron, u 1 , which is illustrated in Figure 3b . Training the second neuron to realize u 1 resulted in an optimal separating hyperplane for the problem. For this hyperplane, the only erroneous output is obtained for input vector (1,3) . The new problem is the realization of the selector signal of neuron 2, u 2 , which is shown in Figure 3c . Applying the same procedure explained above, the problem finally is transformed into a linearly separable one, as seen from Figure 3d . At the last step, a hyperplane not leading to any error is found without a need for a selector signal and then the construction process ends with a cascaded 4-neuron network.
Error logs of the algorithm for the example depicted in Figure 3 are listed in Table 5 .
Parity
The parity problem is a common test to measure the performance of NN classification algorithms. The problem is to classify binary input vectors into 2 sets depending on whether or not the number of binary 1s in the input vectors is even. The parity problem requires, when using the multilayer perceptron (MLP) with sigmoid activation function, as many hidden neurons in the first layer as the input dimension [24] . Even though sine-type activation functions or activation functions exploiting the series expansion based on Hermite orthonormal functions overcome the above limits, we selected the sigmoid/sign-type activation function for the sake of comparison. Consequently, in the case of 4-dimensional input space, the network should contain at least 5 neurons, 1 of which is for the output layer.
The experiments with the proposed model and the algorithm show that only n neurons are enough to solve the n-bit parity problem. However, when the input dimension increases, the training set becomes larger and finding the optimal hyperplane for each layer becomes difficult. Therefore, training time may increase.
In the experiments done for n = 1, . . . , 5, network sizes with n neurons are obtained quite quickly for all trials. However, for n = 6, . . . , 8, relatively long training periods are needed. This can be interpreted as a consequence of the stochastic nature of the CPA.
Random Boolean functions
The realization of a random n-bit Boolean function is a problem of providing desired outputs for all 2 n binary input vectors. Every input vector is randomly assigned with equal probability to a desired binary output representing 1 of the 2 classes.
For each dimension, n ∈ {4, 6, 8} , 10 different test sets are produced and every test set is tested for the proposed network several times. The results of the experiments are given in Table 6 , and they are parallel to the results of the recent publications summarized in Table 3 .
Two spirals
The 2-spirals problem [25] is a classification task that is a highly nonlinear separation problem. Single hidden layer networks trained by backpropagation generally fail to produce solutions to this problem and constructive algorithms have been demonstrated to be more successful [26] .
The model of this paper generates another constructive solution for this 2-spirals problem. Some steps of the solution are given in Figure 4a, Figure 4b , and Figure 4c . The average network size obtained over 8 trials is 57.37 ± 2.56, with a minimum network size of 56 layers and a maximum size of 62 layers.
Learning in discrete weight space
An implementation of artificial neural networks on digital hardware always involves a quantization of learned connection weights, and so may cause misclassification of learned samples. For better control of such quantization effects, learning of the proposed network weights is also done in discrete weight space.
The discrete weight version of the algorithm is run for random Boolean functions, parity functions, and 2-spirals function. In the experiments, 16-bit signed integers and 16-bit fixed point real values with a 12-bit fraction length are used as discrete weight spaces. As can be seen from the results given below, the produced network sizes are found to be similar with no considerable difference as in accordance to the facts stated in [19] . There are different publications addressing the optimal discretization of weights and inputs; however, our aim here is not to optimize the discretization but rather to investigate the effect of discretization on our proposed model and algorithm.
Parity
The experiments of the proposed model in discrete weight space are done for parity problems in 4-, 5-, and 6-dimensional input spaces. The results show that only n neurons are enough to solve the problem with discrete weights, similar to the examples mentioned in Section 4.1. The discrete weight space is taken as 16-bit signed integers.
Random Boolean functions
The results of learning in integer weight space for random Boolean functions are listed in Table 7 . Functions the same as the ones used in the examples in Section 4.2 are chosen and the weight space is taken as 16-bit signed integers. As can be seen from the results, the produced network sizes are similar to the ones obtained in real-valued weight space with no considerable differences up to dimension n = 7 . When dimension n becomes 8, the 16-bit integer weight space gives worse results compared to fewer dimensions. This trend means that more resolution, which might be provided by a 24-bit or 32-bit integer weight space, is needed. It is difficult to compare the real-valued and integer-valued weight spaces in terms of the computation times required since the PA runs by a predetermined number of epochs instead of stopping criteria based on an error measure. The difference between the computation times is thus obtained as a consequence of the computation time required per epoch in 2 different weight spaces. Based on the observations of the evolution of successive errors in a set of realized simulation experiments, i.e. based on a trial-and-error approach, we set the number of training epochs for the integer weight space as 50% greater than the number used for the real-valued space. Therefore, the computation time needed for the integer weight space can be said to be 50% greater than that for the real-valued weight space case since the computation times needed per epoch are similar for both cases.
Two-spirals function
The proposed algorithm is also run for the 2-spirals function in a discrete weight space. The average network size obtained over 6 trials is 60.17 ± 3.81 with a minimum of 57 and maximum of 67. The weight space is taken as that of 16-bit fixed-point real values with a 12-bit fraction length.
Generalization performance
While a set of noise-free random Boolean functions, parity functions, and 2-spirals data sets are applied in testing the algorithm developed, i.e. "this is the standard situation for most of the existing constructive algorithms as many of them tries to achieve zero training error [21] ", the generalization performance of the proposed model is also investigated. Test sets are constructed from training sets by adding uniformly distributed noise (2-spirals and random Boolean functions) or reserving some data for the test set and training the network with the remaining data (2-spirals).
As seen from the Table 8 , generalization performance decreases when the complexity of the problem increases. The main reason for the decrease in the generalization performance is that more complex problems require more neurons in the resulting net. Since the proposed model is a cascaded structure, the errors in the lower levels of cascade network propagate to the output.
Hardware implementation
In this section, a hardware implementation of the proposed model is presented for comparison to the classical perceptron model in terms of implementation resource usage. For the implementation, the FPGA, as reprogrammable digital ICs, is selected since the usage of the FPGA for neural network implementation provides flexibility of programmable systems and has an increasing trend in the neural network literature [10, 11, 12, 13] . FPGAs are ICs containing programmable logic components and programmable interconnects that includes tens of thousands up to a few millions gates, dedicated memory blocks, multiplier circuits, PLLs, etc. Moreover, new models of FPGA chips are produced with microprocessors embedded in them. The programmability of reconfigurable FPGAs yields the availability of fast, special-purpose hardware for wide applications, and so FPGA-based NNs are becoming a new focus of NN research [16] . The hardware implementation of NNs is superior to software implementations because FPGA supports the advantage of the parallel processing that is the key feature of NN structures.
Many powerful design, programming, synthesis, and simulation tools have been provided by FPGA manufacturers and software development companies. Along with the reprogramming capability of chips, FPGAs bring a short design cycle and reduced design and development phases.
System architecture
FPGA implementation of NNs could be done in 2 main architectures. The first is fully parallel architecture, such that the number of multipliers and the number of full adders per neuron are equal to the number of inputs of the neuron. The main advantage of this architecture is the capability of the realization of the parallelism of the NNs, thus providing rapidness. However, this approach causes an increase in the usage of the resources in the FPGA and may lead to select bigger and more expensive chip models, especially for huge NNs.
The other architecture saves resources but works a bit slower. In this architecture, only 1 multiplier and 1 accumulator are used per neuron. At each step, 1 input is multiplied by the corresponding weight and added to the accumulator. The calculation of the output is done in n steps, where n is the number of inputs of the neuron. Please note that the second architecture still has the advantages of parallel processing in the network level, i.e. all neurons have their own multipliers/adders and work in parallel in the neural network.
To implement neural networks in the FPGA, the input data and the weights of the neurons should be represented in an efficient way in the hardware. Data should be digital since the FPGA is a digital hardware. A decision should be made in the design phase of the FPGA about the precision (number of bits) and the number format (signed/unsigned integer, floating/fixed-point real value, etc.). Here it is very obvious that higher data precision (the number of bits in the representation) requires large resource usage in the FPGA, providing a smaller quantization error for output.
Implementation of 4-bit parity problem
It is shown in Section 4.1 that only n neurons are enough to solve the n-bit parity problem using the proposed model and the algorithm. The algorithm results in a 4-neuron network and provides a set of weights for these neurons.
As explained in Section 5.1, data representation is an important aspect. Although the input values are binary for the parity case, i.e. we can represent them by 1 bit only, the weights obtained by the algorithm have real values with double precision. To prevent misclassification errors for the FPGA implementation of the network, the number format should be determined suitably. Most of the FPGA design tools and chips support IEEE double-precision floating-point number format, but in this format the implementation will be hard to design and realize.
The algorithm for the example in Section 4.4.1 gives a set of weight vectors in 16-bit signed integer number format, where the implementation of the arithmetic operations in integer number format is much easier than in the floating-point format.
(a) The proposed model, where the neuron block stands for the discrete perceptron.
(b) The internal structure of the 'neuron' block in subfigure (a). In this work, the model is implemented with 1 multiplier and 1 accumulator per neuron. The inputs enter the neuron in parallel and are multiplied in serial by their corresponding weights stored in a ROM. The results of multiplications are saved in an accumulator. There is a comparator at the output, which functions as a hard-limiter. A control unit is added to the neuron design in order to organize the data flow, timing, and serial processes. Digital system architecture is presented using the Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description Language (VHDL). The schematic of the implementation is depicted in Figure 5 . Figure  5a shows the top-level schematics of the proposed model and Figure 5b depicts the detailed schematics for an implementation of the neuron block from Figure 5a . The design and implementation of the model is verified by using an FPGA simulation tool [27] .
Comparison
The FPGA implementation of the proposed NN model for the 4-bit parity problem is seen in Figure 5 . The proposed model's neuron is the same as the perceptron's neuron, except for the dual output of the neuron and the multiplexer, thus bringing insignificant increase in the complexity and in the resource usage. A comparison in terms of resource usage between the perceptron neuron and the proposed model neuron is given in Table 9 .
Here it is seen that resource differences are due to the added multiplexer. 
Conclusion
A new cascaded NN model and a learning algorithm associated with it were proposed for linearly nonseparable classification problems and it was proven in this paper that the algorithm is convergent. Any given function from the finite subset of R n to the set of {0, 1} can be realized by the model in a finite number of steps, resulting in a network of a finite number of neurons. Because of the nature of the algorithm, the minimum network size is not always guaranteed.
The algorithm can search for weights that give a minimal error under a prespecified constraint, namely semicorrect separation. The algorithm is open to the addition of extra constraints, too, and so providing learning in discrete weight space with a finite number of weights is achieved here by considering the discreteness of the weights as a constraint.
The proposed modification of the discrete perceptron brings universality with the expense of getting just a slight complication in hardware implementation. By comparing FPGA implementations of the model and the classical discrete perceptron, it is shown that the increase in the FPGA resource usage is only about 0.3%.
